RAUVISIO SURFACE MATERIALS
Visions become reality
Surfaces are our passion – our focus is to develop surface products, which are just as individual and diverse as the wishes of our customers and partners while meeting the highest standards.

REHAU has been stimulating innovations time and time again for just under ten years with its smart surfaces – from glass via lacquer through to the texture – and offers a genuine additional value with it for fabricators and end customers. Our collection work is based on current trends and market requirements. It is our objective to be able to satisfy customer demands with sustainable, attractive and innovative designs and to inspire the creative interior design with new designs.

This is what REHAU furniture solutions are about.

Always as individual as the people – REHAU furniture solutions.
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**Surface configurator**

Configure your made-to-measure front in four easy steps from one piece (more on p. 46).

[www.rehau.com/boards](http://www.rehau.com/boards)
Individuality in the spotlight – surfaces from REHAU.

We are all different. In our tastes, in our demands. In what is important to us. As well as, of course, in the places we like.

Our individuality should be reflected in the places where we live, cook, work and meet with friends and family. The places that make our lives special. In order to allow people around the world to make places like these a reality, REHAU has developed surface products that are as varied as the wishes of our customers and partners, while meeting the highest standards.

This is the way your visions become reality. Individual, personal and varied – with REHAU since 1948.
PASSION FOR COLOR 2019
A passion for the mountain landscapes – A passion for color

REHAU is expanding its collection with striking and vivid colors with 3 grey shades, which are just as varied as the colors in nature. Discover the latest color trends with REHAU – the source of ideas and trend setter for exciting and creative colors in the surface design.

Roccia – the essence of mountains
This grey shade inspires with classic discreetness and cool compactness in equal measure enchanted by the magic of the Himalayan high-altitude mountains.

RAUVISIO brilliant high-gloss/matt
Grafite – bold in the eternal ice
This grey shade captivates with the elegant, dynamic versatility and numerous possible combinations with other colors inspired by the secrets of Antarctica.

RAUVISIO crystal high-gloss/matt
RAUVISIO brilliant high-gloss/matt

Titanio – a glimmer of passion
The passion aroused by the heat of the volcano creates a unique intensity and turns the grey shade into a fascinating, elegant eye-catcher.

RAUVISIO crystal high-gloss/matt
RAUVISIO brilliant high-gloss/matt
APPLICATIONS
The RAUVISIO surface range in use

RAUVISIO crystal decor
The glass laminate

RAUVISIO crystal decor
The glass laminate

RAUVISIO brilliant SR
The acrylic laminate

RAUVISIO crystal mirror
The mirror laminate
RAUVISIO crystal decor
The glass laminate

RAUVISIO crystal mirror
The mirror laminate

RAUVISIO crystal
The glass laminate
RAUVISIO wave
The textured laminate

RAUVISIO brilliant SR
The acrylic laminate

RAUVISIO crystal
The glass laminate
RAUVISIO CRYSTAL
The smart glass
Can be processed with conventional wood working tools

50% lighter than real glass

10x more break-resistant than real glass

20% fewer rejects compared to real glass

High scratch-resistance thanks to the hard coat finish

Soft touch & anti-fingerprint thanks to special lacquer (matt surfaces)

Easy cleaning thanks to nano properties

Can be written on and free of residues can be removed again

RAUVISIO crystal vario – individual color matching from 20 boards

Components made of coextruded material are TÜV-tested according to AMK guidelines
The smart glass RAUVISIO crystal looks just as beautiful as real glass, but boasts a vast number of advantages: it is more break-proof and scratch-resistant, much lighter than real glass — and also offers excellent processing flexibility.

**Multitude of variants**

RAUVISIO crystal is available in different decorative design variants:

- RAUVISIO crystal uni
- RAUVISIO crystal decor
- RAUVISIO crystal mirror
- RAUVISIO crystal vario

Upon request, all decorative designs available with magnetic function.
PRODUCT RANGE

Pressed components

**Composite**
high-gloss or matt

Pressed, board in large-scale format consisting of glass laminate, MDF board and color-coordinated balancing sheet.

**Dimensions:**
2,800 x 1,300 x 19 mm

**Purchase quantity:**
From 5 boards*

---

**Slim**
high-gloss or matt

The 4.0 mm thin system product consists of the RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate directly pressed with a color-coordinated balancing sheet.

*For splashback applications and bathroom renovations*

**Dimensions:**
2,800 x 1,300 x 4 mm

**Purchase quantity:**
From 5 boards*

---

**Complete**
high-gloss or matt

Using the REHAU surface configurator, you can have RAUVISIO crystal components and matching edgebands manufactured into individually fabricated components in invisible joint quality from one piece.

**Made-to-measure from from one piece**

*colors can be mixed per pallet*
Easy processing
Regardless of whether it is customised, dimensionally accurate pre-cuts or holes for handles or fittings – you can easily process RAUVISIO crystal using your available wood working tools, without the risk of breaking it or producing any rejects. Even bends and free-form parts can be created without problems.

Back-lighting
The grooves on the rear side are perfectly suitable for backlighting with conventional lamps. This will allow you to add even more highlights.

Top quality
Finished RAUVISIO crystal components made of coextruded material are TÜV-tested according to AMK guidelines.

Grooves & intarsias
Thanks to grooves and intarsias, RAUVISIO crystal offers even more design freedom.

Break and scratch-resistant
RAUVISIO crystal is impervious to breakages and is therefore also suitable for large-scale industrial production. Thanks to its low susceptibility to shocks and breakages, up to 20% fewer rejects can be produced. The material is also exactly as scratch-resistant as real glass and therefore totally resistant – also at the end customer.
Can be written on
RAUVISIO crystal can be written on with conventional board markers, which can be easily removed without leaving any residues. Chalk can be used for matt surfaces.

Easy cleaning
The non-porous surface is sealed with a hard coat finish and can therefore be cleaned without problems. RAUVISIO crystal is also suitable for use in rooms with the highest hygiene requirements.

Practical tip: RAUVISIO crystal slim

With RAUVISIO crystal slim, wall areas in new builds and renovation projects can be renovated and modernised up to twice as fast. The panels are simply bonded with the underlying wall surface, which creates only a few, hardly noticeable joints.

Perfect wall tiles in just a few steps:

Flexibly cutting to size on site: the precise recesses for electrical elements such as e.g. electrical sockets can be practically measured and cut to size at the last minute.
Mirrors can be found virtually anywhere - whether it is in corridors, bathrooms, bedrooms or as an element for upmarket interior design. We provide you with a mirror for every application with RAUVISIO crystal mirror – there are almost no constraints on creativity.

**RAUVISIO CRYSTAL MIRROR**

**Maximum design freedom**

RAUVISIO crystal mirror can be processed in many ways thanks to its polymer properties. There is even more design freedom for customers thanks to bending, grooves and intarsias. Grooves on the reverse side can be back-lit and fascinating light effects are created.

**Dimensions:**

2,440 x 1,220 x 19 mm
2,440 x 1,220 x 4 mm

**Purchase quantity:**

From 5 boards*
RAUVISIO CRYSTAL DECOR

We have expanded our RAUVISIO crystal collection to include new, vivid decorative designs and therefore also your design freedom. Combined with the smart glass, the new fashionable decorative designs create an refined depth effect. You will get a perfect component in combination with the matching edgeband.

Dimensions:
2,800 x 1,300 x 19 mm (high-gloss and matt variant)
2,800 x 1,300 x 4.2 mm (high-gloss variant)
2,800 x 1,300 x 3.7 mm (matt variant)

Purchase quantity:
From 5 boards*

Fashionable decorative designs and smart glass

Vivid, fashionable decorative designs combined with smart glass create a refined depth effect – irrespective of whether it is as a furniture front or large-format wall panel in the splashback. We base our variety of decorative designs on current market trends and offer you exclusive surfaces to design the interior.

* colors can be mixed per pallet
RAUVISIO CRYSTAL MAGNETIC

RAUVISIO crystal magnetic is a magnetic glass panel whose stunning versatility is nothing short of captivating. Irrespective of whether it is as a splashback in the kitchen or a frameless whiteboard in the office – RAUVISIO crystal magnetic provide numerous design possibilities for you. Writing on glossy surfaces with a whiteboard marker or with chalk on matt surfaces can be removed without leaving any residues.

**Dimensions:**
2,800 x 1,250 x 19.5 mm  
2,800 x 1,250 x 4.2 mm

**Purchase quantity:**
From 5 boards*

**Magnetic**

The magnetic functionality is provided by a thin steel inlay. This does not result in any changes of the surface properties of RAUVISIO crystal and the added value in the own house is retained. Use of neodymium magnets required.

*colors can be mixed per pallet
RAUVISIO CRYSTAL VARIO

RAUVISIO crystal vario expands the standard collection with uni, non-standard colors. Your individual color requests can therefore be fulfilled in low order quantities*—regardless of whether it is in high-gloss or matt, as a large-size board or thin glass panel. The surface properties and the excellent depth effect of RAUVISIO crystal is retained without changes.

Customer-specific color matches

Mustard yellow, moss green or rust red - it is completely irrelevant which color highlights you intend to apply, whether large-scale format or in combination with one of our standard colors, with RAUVISIO crystal vario, everything is possible.

We match your personal, requested color (e.g. based on RAL shades) in low purchase quantities*.

*Minimum order quantity: 20 boards

Dimensions:
2,800 x 1,010 x 19 mm
2,800 x 1,010 x 4 mm

Purchase quantity:
From 20 boards*
DECORATIVE DESIGN COLLECTION
RAUVISIO crystal

RAUVISIO crystal uni and mirror

Bianco
high-gloss V2778
matt 1696L

Nebbia
high-gloss 1910L
matt 1911L

Fumo
high-gloss 1686L
matt 1702L

Zucchero metallic
high-gloss 1923L

Perla
high-gloss V2892
matt 1697L

Magnolia
high-gloss 73703
matt 1698L

Sabbia
high-gloss 1687L
matt 1703L

Titanio
high-gloss 2107L
matt 2109L

Grafite
high-gloss 2106L
matt 2108L

Piano
high-gloss 2015L
Matt 2016L

Mirror
high-gloss 1721L

Menta
high-gloss 1684L
matt 1700L

Vario high-gloss / matt
Would you like a customised color in low purchase quantities? Non-standard colors are now also available from 20 pieces with the new RAUVISIO crystal vario line. You are welcome to contact us!

Colors may vary from those illustrated.
RAUVISIO crystal decor

- **Conglomerato chiaro**
  - High-gloss 1966L
  - Matt 2059L

- **Conglomerato scuro**
  - High-gloss 1967L
  - Matt 2060L

- **Marmo toscana**
  - High-gloss 1968L
  - Matt 2061L

- **Marmo romano**
  - High-gloss 1969L
  - Matt 2062L

- **Marmo bianco**
  - High-gloss 1970L
  - Matt 2063L

- **Marmo nero**
  - High-gloss 1971L
  - Matt 2064L

- **Legno argentato**
  - High-gloss 1972L
  - Matt 2065L

- **Legno marrone**
  - High-gloss 1973L
  - Matt 2066L

- **Legno antico**
  - High-gloss 1974L
  - Matt 2067L

- **Legno bruciato**
  - High-gloss 1975L
  - Matt 2068L

- **Legno sbiancato**
  - High-gloss 1976L
  - Matt 2069L

- **Ruggine**
  - High-gloss 1977L
  - Matt 2070L

---

**Edgeband search**

Find the matching edgeband for our RAUVISIO surfaces in just a few clicks. Regardless of whether it is a classic primer edgeband or our innovative zero-gap edgeband RAUKANTEX pro, which creates perfect components in total seamless integration.

[www.rehau.com/collection](http://www.rehau.com/collection)

*Colors may vary from those illustrated.*
RAUVISIO BRILLIANT
Acrylic surfaces in total seamless integration
Can be processed with **conventional wood working tools**

**Color and UV stable**

Up to **60% lower production costs** compared to lacquered components

Optic as if made of one piece – cost-effective alternative to lacquered fronts

Components made of coextruded material are **TÜV-tested according to AMK guidelines**

---

**RAUVISIO brilliant SR**

- **High scratch resistance** thanks to the hard coat finish
- **Easy cleaning** thanks to nano properties
- Can be **written on** and free of residues can be removed again
- **Matt surfaces**
- **Soft touch & anti-fingerprint** thanks to special lacquer
- Can be **bonded by the joiner** – white glue suitable for pressing
VERSATILE ACRYLIC SURFACES
RAUVISIO brilliant / RAUVISIO brilliant SR

Thanks to its total seamless appearance, RAUVISIO brilliant replaces high-quality, lacquered elements. With the new RAUVISIO brilliant SR variant, you can now also get the exclusive surface with a resistant hard coat finish for unlimited design freedom — regardless of whether it is a high-gloss depth effect or matt elegance.

**Multitude of variants**

**RAUVISIO brilliant**
without hard coat finish
high-gloss

**RAUVISIO brilliant SR**
with hard coat finish
high-gloss and matt
RAUVISIO BRILLIANT/RAUVISIO BRILLIANT SR

PRODUCT RANGE

Individual components

Acrylic laminate and balancing sheet
- brilliant: high-gloss
- brilliant SR: high-gloss or matt

The acrylic laminate and balancing sheet are perfectly color-coordinated and ensure a distortion-free pressed board.

Edgeband collection
- high-gloss or matt

For RAUVISIO brilliant, we offer perfectly coordinated edgeband designs.

Pressed components

Composite
- brilliant: high-gloss
- brilliant SR: high-gloss or matt

On request, RAUVISIO brilliant is available as a pressed board in a large-scale format consisting of the acrylic laminate, MDF board and color-coordinated balancing sheet.

Complete
- brilliant SR: high-gloss or matt

Using the REHAU surface configurator, you can have RAUVISIO brilliant components and matching edgebands manufactured into individually fabricated components with invisible joint quality from one piece.

Dimensions:
- 2,800 x 1,300 x 0.7 mm (acrylic laminate)
- 2,800 x 1,300 x 0.6 mm (balancing sheet)

Purchase quantity:
- From 1 acrylic laminate/balancing sheet*

Dimensions:
- 2,800 x 1,300 x 17 mm
- 2,800 x 1,300 x 19 mm
Other thicknesses on request

Purchase quantity:
- From 5 boards*

* colors can be mixed per pallet

We are able to offer the perfectly coordinated PUR adhesive if you would like to press laminates and balancing sheets yourself:

RAUVISIO Flat-Lam PUR

Made-to-measure from from one piece
**Top quality**
Finished RAUVISIO brilliant components made of coextruded material are TÜV-tested according to AMK guidelines.

**PRODUCT ADVANTAGES**

**Saving & drilling**
RAUVISIO brilliant can be processed with simple wood working tools – individual, dimensionally accurate pre-cuts, holes for handles or fittings can be implemented very conveniently.

**Bending & folding**
RAUVISIO brilliant is ideally suited for simple bending and folding. It can be shaped into almost any form and therefore provides a great deal of design freedom for sophisticated furniture designs.

**High gloss on the milling radius**
Combined with the polymer zero-joint edgeband and new processing technologies, the conventional frame effect disappears completely with RAUVISIO brilliant. The result is a perfect, all-round gloss on the entire workpiece.

**UV resistance**
RAUVISIO brilliant boasts high levels of light-fastness and UV resistance. No color distortions occur as a result of different light and sun irradiations for interior applications.
Custom room design is fashionable. Regardless of whether you prefer a high-gloss depth effect or matt elegance, we have developed an exclusive surface with a hard coat finish with RAUVISIO brilliant SR. In addition to its appearance, the material also captivates with its exceptional resistance to scratches and chemicals achieved thanks to the lacquer.

**RAUVISIO BRILLIANT SR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High scratch resistance</th>
<th>Easy cleaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With its lacquer, RAUVISIO brilliant SR is scratch resistant and suitable for sophisticated applications.</td>
<td>The non-porous surface is sealed with a hard coat finish, making it possible to clean without problems. RAUVISIO brilliant SR is also suitable for use in rooms with high hygienic requirements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DECORATIVE DESIGN COLLECTION
RAUVISIO brilliant / RAUVISIO brilliant SR

Bianco
high-gloss 5000B
matt 1895L

Meringa
high-gloss 5026B
matt 1896L

Magnolia
high-gloss 5335B
matt 1897L

Cappuccino
high-gloss 1917L
matt 1918L

Prugna
high-gloss 5642B
matt 1901L

Vino
high-gloss 5641B
matt 1902L

Rame metallic
high-gloss 1678L
matt 1904L

Gabbiano metallic
high-gloss 6339B
matt 1900L

Cubanite metallic
high-gloss 5338B
matt 1898L

Titanio
high-gloss 2102L
matt 2105L

Bigio metallic
high-gloss 6340B
matt 1899L

Colors may vary from those illustrated.
RAUVISIO BRILLIANT/RAUVISIO BRILLIANT SR

Cemento
high-gloss 1919L
matt 1920L

Roccia
high-gloss 2101L
matt 2104L

Grafite
NEW
high-gloss 2100L
matt 2103L

Moro
NEW
high-gloss 5112B
matt 1903L

RAUVISIO brilliant
Without hard coat finish
high-gloss

RAUVISIO brilliant SR
With hard coat finish
high-gloss and matt

Edgeband search
Find the matching edgeband for our RAUVISIO surfaces in just a few clicks. Regardless of whether it is a classic primer edgeband or our innovative zero-gap edgeband RAUKANTEX pro, which creates perfect components in total seamless integration.

www.rehau.com/collection

Colors may vary from those illustrated.
RAUVISIO WAVE
Unique wave-effect surface
Can be processed with **conventional wood working tools**

**High UV resistance**
for interior applications

**Easy cleaning**
thanks to the hard coat finish

**Vario variant that can be lacquered**
for custom colors

**Can be bonded by the joiner –**
white glue suitable for pressing
A new texture is making waves in the surface materials product line. The RAUVISIO wave textured laminate boasts a unique wave-look surface. Depending on how the light falls, it creates fascinating light and shade effects, which brings furniture surfaces to life.

Decorative design collection

Bianco 1744L  
Moro 1745L  
Vario can be lacquered 1746L

Edgeband search

Find the matching edgeband for our RAUVISIO surfaces in just a few clicks. Regardless of whether it is a classic primer edgeband or our innovative zero-gap edgeband RAUKANTEX pro, which creates perfect components in total seamless integration.

www.rehau.com/collection

3D surface texture

The wavy course of the surface is reminiscent of a deep-milled and lacquered MDF board. However, because the surface no longer needs to be processed manually, RAUVISIO wave saves considerable amounts of time and costs during production.

Direction of the waves parallel to the narrow side
PRODUCT RANGE

Individual components

Textured laminate, balancing sheet and edgeband collection matt

The textured laminate and balancing sheet are perfectly color-coordinated and ensure a distortion-free pressed board. With RAUKANTEX, we offer perfectly coordinated edgeband designs.

Pressed components

Composite matt

On request, RAUVISIO wave is available as a pressed board in a large-scale format consisting of the textured laminate, MDF board and color-coordinated balancing sheet.

Complete matt

Using the REHAU surface configurator, you can have RAUVISIO wave components with matching edgebands in invisible joint quality manufactured into individually fabricated components from one piece.

Dimensions:
- 2,800 x 1,300 x 2 mm (textured laminate)
- 2,800 x 1,300 x 1.4 mm (balancing sheet)

Purchase quantity:
- From 1 textured laminate/balancing sheet*

RAUVISIO Flat-Lam PUR.

* colors can be mixed per pallet
RAUVISIO FINO
Entering the world of lacquers
Can be processed with conventional wood working tools

Maximum gloss level or refined super matt - the choice is yours

Tested light-fastness for interior applications

Cost-effective alternative to lacquered components

All-round jointless processing with the matching RAUKANTEX pro
REHAU offers a cost-effective and at the same time, high-quality alternative to lacquered components with RAUVISIO fino. Regardless of whether it is high-gloss or matt surfaces, the lacquered laminate is used as a vertical furniture front in kitchens, bathrooms as well as in the shop-fitting sector. A permanent, jointless appearance is created on the finished component with the matching zero-joint edgeband.
PRODUCT RANGE

Pressed components

**Composite**
high-gloss or matt

Pressed boards in large-scale format consisting of lacquer laminate and a MDF board

**Dimensions:**
2,800 x 1,220 x 18 mm

**Purchase quantity:**
From 44 boards*

* colors can be mixed per pallet
DECORATIVE DESIGN COLLECTION
RAUVISIO fino

RAUVISIO fino uni

**Ghiaccio**
high-gloss 154318
matt 154326

**Crema**
high-gloss 154319
matt 154327

**Vaniglia**
high-gloss 154320
matt 154328

**Pietra**
high-gloss 154321
matt 154329

**Seta**
high-gloss 154324
matt 154332

**Ardesia**
high-gloss 154325
matt 154333

**Ombra**
high-gloss 154323
matt 154331

**Corvo**
high-gloss 154322
matt 154330

*Colors may vary from those illustrated.*
RAUVISIO fino metallic

Avorio 2263L
Castagna 2265L
Argento 2264L
Ferro 2266L

Edgeband search
Find the matching edgeband for our RAUVISIO surfaces in just a few clicks. Regardless of whether it is a classic primer edgeband or our innovative zero-gap edgeband RAUKANTEX pro, which creates perfect components in total seamless integration.

www.rehau.com/collection

Colors may vary from those illustrated.
RAUVISIO MINERAL
Solid surface material at the highest level
Resistant to wear and tear, resistant to household acids and alkaline solutions

Design match with RAUVISIO crystal

Jointless appearance thanks to matching adhesive

Smooth, non-porous and easy-to-clean furniture surface

Color and UV stable

Scratches can be polished away and serious damage can be repaired

Fire protection classification B1
The solid, through-colored surface material RAUVISIO mineral / Hanex Solid Surfaces can be used in various ways with a stone-like appearance, warm, pleasant feel and excellent processing properties. The solid surface material captivates with its timeless design and its durability thanks to excellent material properties. There are hardly any constraints in relation to the application areas – the solid surface material can be used in kitchens, bathrooms, offices, in public areas, in gastronomy and in hotels, in laboratories as well as in the medical sector.
DECORATIVE DESIGN COLLECTION

112 decorative designs and a fitting product range with wash basins, shower trays and bathtubs will be available when the product range is launched. 12 decorative designs were developed for REHAU and ensure a design match with polymer surfaces.

Identical decorative design like RAUVISIO crystal

Bianco  Menta  Sabbia  Fumo

Refer to www.rehau.com/rauvioso for an overview of all decorative designs.

REHAU and HYUNDAI: Cooperation for more customer benefits
REHAU and HYUNDAI, two international innovators for innovative furniture surfaces, consolidate their expertise. With exactly one objective: to create additional value for our customers.

We jointly expat our product and service range for architects, interior designers, designers but also the trade. This partnership will allow us to combine cutting-edge technology, design expertise and market know-how. Our goal is to create added value for our customers by pooling knowledge and resources. Our specialists work efficiently together, enabling us to continually generate innovations and offer a broad spectrum of products and services.

Dimensions:
3,680 x 760 x 12 mm
2,490 x 760 x 6 mm

Purchase quantity:
From 5 boards*

* colors can be mixed per pallet
RAUVISIO SURFACE CONFIGURATOR
The service for joiners

Configure your made-to-measure front in four easy steps from one piece. You will subsequently get a completely edged component with total seamless integration as we exclusively process our patented zero-joint edgeband RAUKANTEX pro. You will get a perfect component and maximum quality with a minimum of processing work.

www.rehau.com/boards

Your advantages with the surface configurator at a glance:

- 1 piece - production
- Convenient delivery
- Matching edgeband with invisible joint quality
- Made-to-measure fronts – no off-cuts
- Easy online ordering
Configure your own made-to-measure front in **simple steps from one piece.** You will then obtain a finished, edged with total seamless integration — as we only work with our patented zero-joint edgeband RAUKANTEX pro.

1. **Selecting the RAUVISIO surface**
2. **Entering the dimensions**
3. **Selecting the distribution partner**
4. **Convenient delivery**

Surface configurator is not available in all countries.

We provide various services, which are supposed to help you realise your vision:

**www.rehau.com/interior**

Our central platform, which we offer to help you successfully handle your projects. In addition to product information, assembly videos and brochures, additional services are at your disposal there.

**Edgeband search and sample service**

Find the matching edgeband for your surface with just a few clicks! Matched to **more than 15,000 boards of all leading manufacturers** our edgebands can be supplied at short notice from a meter respectively a coil. See the perfect match between edgeband and board for yourself and order a free-of-charge sample!